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Another favorite Linda Goodman book. While she does write about astrology, she writes about so

much more in her books. The breadth of her knowledge on a number of topics is obvious in what

she writes about in all her books. While she may have much go say on astrolological things, she

also covers a number of other areas to do with science, one's belief set in their choice of a Higher

Power, and what she says in her books is, to me, so uplifting from a simply human perspective.

Reading her works, sometimes again and again, always uplifts me. She makes me appreciate the

universe and what being human is really all about. I always feel more vibrant about life after reading

(and rereading) the different sections of her books. I could only hope you would take away the

positive take she has on what being human is a about the way I do. If I'm down, her writing lifts me

up. If I want to read about things scientific, her writings offer that too. HIGHLY Recommended!

I had the first edition of this book when I was 14 (my kitties got to that copy and it died a painful

death) and time hasn't made it any less relevant than when it was written in the 60's. (I'm 26, I didn't

buy the first edition when it came out, obviously). The information in here is as good as the Sun Sign

section of "The Only Astrology Book You'll Ever Need", though if you want your chart to be more

fleshed out, I do recommend that book in conjunction to this one. This book has always remained a

staple of my astrology collection.It is paperback and the print is waaaay smaller, but the original was

the size of a box of cereal with medium print. Still easy to read.Would recommend to anyone

interested in astrology, can't beat the price, and even for more advanced astrologers this is at least

a great book to have on hand to read from boredom, lend to friends who are interested and people

you want to make feel special (as in "HEY! I'm reading about ME! Yayyyy!")Addendum: for not quite

adept people interested in astrology, if you know your Ascendant/Rising sign (easy to find online),



read that section too as it heavily influences how you act and how others perceive you. Just a bit of

random info.Enjoy!

Insightful, objective, accurate. The single most essential book for anyone interested in learning the

meat and potatoes of Astrology. If every human was required to read this book, our civilization

would drastically and rapidly improve.If you're reading this review, you need to read this book. Then

you'll be knowledgeable enough to move on to the rest of a person's chart.100% best book on Sun

Signs ever.

Three decades ago, I studied this book heavily and could with great accuracy tell someone's sun

sign within minutes of talking to them. It's been wonderful to review this and rediscover the truisms it

reveals - starting with myself. Self-awareness is a great gift. I would recommend this as an excellent

starting point for anyone interested in astrology.

Back in the 70s my mother first had this book and I used to take a peek now and then. I became

hooked...and the rest is history. You read horoscopes all the time that are pretty general and could

relate to anyone. Not this book. It's like Linda Goodman is talking directly to YOU. She breaks each

zodiac sign down into categories: The woman, man, child, employee and boss. They are truly

different and she pins the tail on the donkey with each chapter, which begins with a quote from Alice

in Wonderland. This book is not only a great read, but you will find yourself referring to it every time

you want to know more about your friends, lovers, kids, etc. I have purchased this book at least five

times, because every time loan it to someone it never comes back...so when you order, get a few.

Enjoy!!!

This book is so accurate that it's scary. It was given to me as a gift many, many years ago, and I

have shared it with many people. This is the fifth copy that I've purchased to give to others. I don't

live my life by the horoscope signs; however, it is difficult to overlook horoscopes, because of the

accuracy of this book. Read about yourself first, then read about your spouse, friends, kids, etc. It's

amazing!!!!

It's a book to keep forever. I love it. I remember first reading it as an young adult, now reading it

again as a senior!



This book has been a staple in my life since I was about 10 years old! So, for over 30 years now,

Linda Goodman has been like a big Sis, helpful Auntie, Informative Granny, giving me insight &

advice on how to best understand the people in my life. Whether it be my family, my co-workers,

friends, even new love interests, this book (no matter what color cover) has been most helpful and

entertaining! I have shared many copies in the past I am very elated that I am able to still order new

ones for my loved ones!!
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